


DreamScape Review by Colonel John Hayes
Mobile 

Guerrilla Operations 
  Veterans willing to share their closely-held ... emotionally-driv-

en ... descriptions of their own combat experiences.   
 IIICTZ Vietnam Task Force 957: Mobile Guer-

rilla Black Box Blackjack 31
Hard To Forget: An American with the Mobile 

Guerrilla Force in Vietnam Random House HTF ... 
Steve talks openly ...  divulging his innermost thoughts and feelings 

.

Steve I 
Army Training Support Center ATSC

Steve 
Special Forces 

Green Beret

DreamScape Night-
mares NM Vietnam ... Gulf War ... 
Iraq ... six year period author personally 
interacted comfortable commitment  

open-door to a healing process.  

provided me an inside-view of my own thirty year life 
in boots  & NM    brought tears to my eyes forced to recall 
many of my own inescapable realities of war these are real people 
... sharing real experiences neatly-positioned on a couch while paying 

.
Steve & I David 

H. Hackworth HACK
HACK featured in DreamScape element of the 

author’s  own recollections Hard to 
Forget   FRONT 
COVER HACK’S

HTF  relatively unencumbered evaluation DreamScape:

John Hayes
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NVA Base Camps Team of eighteen 

Cambodians    
smoke out the VC 

 

think there was little more to learn that night 
Special Forces Mission Support Site.

Going home

 Just a leg on the trail A leg on the trail?  

a clean ... naked ... fully distinguishable Caucasian leg ... blood lines 
still running 
 As our training would prophet we simply 
observed  what we saw .  

two can play this game Go Fuck Yourself!
       persistent nightmares   

...
 

Army ... Navy ... Air Force ... Marines ... some  
suicidal to this day an  
emotional step towards  better  mental  health  and  a  more-
constructive  life-style.  
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FORWARD

Billy Joel 

No 
one is immune.  

someone 
else who may defy description 

we begin to experience the strain on the most-sacred relationship
who’s daddy

the real war began
hoping against hope we can forget about the war 

and move-on

just to get through the day.

Obviously not easy reading ... 

reach-out to others with the only words we 
know ... .
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Introduction

DreamScape
American Veterans Share Post War Trauma

 

War 
Dreams Nightmares

.  
most soldiers either can’t or don’t want to talk about the 

aftermath of their war experiences.  
 DreamScape dreams and other 

shell-shock

Trauma ... any physical 
... 

lexicon 

...  ... an anxiety 
disorder associated with serious traumatic events and characterized by 
such symptoms as guilt about surviving or reliving the trauma in dreams 
or numbness and lack of involvement with reality or recurring thoughts 
and images 
 volunteered

DreamScape Author Vietnam Veteran
head-shocking 

venture insidious nature of wa
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VIETNAM VETERANS SHARE POST WAR TRAUMA

Steven M. Yedinak INF
University Vietnam 

Green Beret 5th SFGA David H. 
Hackworth’s  MACV Team-50 Yedinak 

101st ABN DIV KY); 
LAFB Army-Air Force Center for Low-Intensity 

covert operations 
Central America.  LTC Yedinak

Vietnam Yedinak routinely experience 
nightmares  
emotional trauma Random House 

Hard to Forget: An American with the Mobile Guerrilla Force 
in Vietnam.  Yedinak 

 

FEB 67  
Yedinak

David H. Hackworth
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VIETNAM VETERANS SHARE POST WAR TRAUMA

David Whitley

 
rescue reconnaissance  reactionary   called-
out to respond  to a downed aircraft assist a Special Forces 
unit that was in trouble slicks as close 
to the action as possible

nature of our missions
we carried only weapons and ammo. 

one of  the most  valuable  assets  
Kit Carson Scouts. brave men defectors

North Vietnamese Army NVA
for the freedom of Vietnam Communist despite the  
knowledge of retribution

 Kit Carson Scouts 
walked point on all of our missions.

  

Asia
Dave Whitley Photo [Current ... 

TBD]
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DEAD OR ALIVE? NM]
 

Green Beret Team

we watched as the NVA downed 
the 2nd helicopter

once again late to the party
we raced to the Special Ops Boys

two burning shells of what had been minutes before, Huey slicks.  

we set about the 
job of collecting bodies ... and parts of bodies ... to put in body bags

Spec-
Ops Boys him 
just staring ahead
his forehead the VC had executed him.  

lifeless gaze that haunted me for too many 
nights and ... for too many years.

VIETNAMIZATION?  WHAT VIETNAMIZATION? NM]

feeling good ... a short-timer & Vietnamization South 
Vietnamese Army 

 One of our slicks had been shot-down by a company of NVA. 
SV afraid 

and had refused to go  
Company NVA.  

Mortimer he had little chance of survival

held his hand

this mission ... along with other similar ones  the 
seeds of my nightmares  frustrating scenarios 
tasked to lead civilians through the jungle never 
quite reaching safety.  
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NOT TONIGHT MAMA-SAN NM]

waiting silently for 
something to happen
capturing or killing 

Machine Gun
Craze Crazy Kit Carson Scout.  

South 
Vietnam.  Craze 

  He heard something 
a young man carrying 

.  Craze . VC! ... 
VC!

dead as a rock.
 Craze that 
good! ... yes!

he was very dead
very young

Not tonight ... mama-san ... 
not ever!

FINAL THOUGHTS

Vietnam

do what you’re trained to 
 Scouts Kit Carson Scouts

that they 

AUTHOR’S NOTE 
Dave .  He was an inspiration 

to me from the start
he scarcely said a word about the details of his wartime experiences.  
Dave I access to the 

... Dave  received life-saving treatment at the Hampton VA as a resident 
.  

reverse drug-addiction ... to once 
again believe in himself ... and to instill in him a purpose he thought he 
had lost forever.
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Final Thoughts

we won the overwhelming 
number of military battles failed to free South Vietnam 

Dave Candy dear friends Tracy 
 I 

 Dave Green 
Beret rest in comfort knowing that ... with his 
contribution herein ... he is continuing to save the lives of our Veterans 
... .

he will continue to be one of my heroes Dave’s Vietnam 
... lost in the attic for years 

ANOTHER INSERTION

David Whitley
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BACKLOG

WE ARE DREAM  AND WE WROTE THE 
WORDS

 

We are DreamScape and we wrote the words
jungles  Vietnam 

Gulf Iraq 
fought with both courage and determination
asked for little  our sworn duty 

lifetime 

Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome 
PTSD]

suicidal ... none of us immune to the scars of war
interacted with our author in an 

important way

 twenty-six War Veterans ... openly share Service 
...

War & Recent Photos 

... only for your 
understanding
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BACKLOG 

 American War Veterans Vietnam ... Gulf War ... Iraq 
... 
Nightmares [NM] 
better understanding of the personal  emotional trauma ... resulting from 

.  
so much pain ... 

such a long period of time when our servicemen and 
 abroad, emotional recovery tenuous 

but a dream.
... many were called ... few were 

chosen!  Many  unwilling and/or 
unable ... to name themselves and their activities 

Sad!  But ... Understandable!
 

... physical and emotional 
wounds ... aberrant behavior ... mental exhaustion a don’t fuck with 
me attitude.  

withdrawn ... hypnotic ... isolationistic ... fearful 
dreadfully-sad. Out at night ... sleeping away the day 
hoping against hope for retribution. 
 Our most-vulnerable veterans are suicidal but for the 
support of family, friends and our Veteran’s Administration, 

... eternal 
redemption. 
 Having worked with many suicidal veterans over the past few 
years potential   triggers 

some of those who are suicidal have lived this 
torment for many years 

home-team.  
 Suicide attempts include direct and indirect methods.  Movies 
portray the veteran there was a life to be saved but wasn’t

blows his brains out well-orchestrated 
accidents end-it-all
intended victim walking-away drug and/
or alcohol induced wherein the veteran plays a most-dangerous game of 

 Multiple attempts by a family member put the entire family in 
jeopardy.  Children lose a parent ... spouses lose    that one-love ... family 
and friends lose sight or are otherwise unable to comprehend the 
seriousness of the problem
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) never 
quite shake-the-snake 

 
you take the time to understand
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